
[Story cheats]

【chapter One】
Out of the own room after the opening, talk to the lights that are in the kitchen
Out of the apartment, to the east
Do a request of the staff room or vending machines out of the classroom.
Leading to etch scene after  this choice※
Event against occurrence
↓
Out of the event after the room, out into the passage. Then, to the middle of the 
room
Event game at Megiddo.
Traveling along the road along after defeat
Boss battles in the deepest
<BOSS Aruwassa>
Do I recover if the pinch. Note to bite. Hien Zan is good to make remember to zero 
because it is weakness.
Defeat after the event
↓
Free action first.
HP is increased by 10 when you answer the next day was able to sleep properly
Greetings Akari "Well, I Ja things hobby Toka club?" Selected in the lights of 
favorability rise. Protagonist can get the [mind, not discouraged] Illumina When 
you select "blurred".
To select a lesson
 also what to choose, but there is a bonus when receiving the same of ※

continuously. The first of the recommended chemical.
Challenge to the dungeon this pigeon Satsuki is applied to the fellow
There passage hidden in the southwest side of the second layer, can pick up the 
equipment obtained the ability to steal
Boss battles in the deepest
<BOSS VOHU MANAH>
It becomes twice action to come out a serious and physical strength is reduced. 
Attention because of the high attack power. Steal the words of the pieces (black)
↓
The next day First select the lesson
Free time second time. Proceed to the back and ahead of the No. 6 team dormitory
And before proceeding Canaan Paradise Game Center does not reconciliation with the 
Yankee quest will not be part of it.
It will capture the dungeon along with the Satsuki Returning to the house. At this 
time, "it's here serif" selected in the favorability rise.
Toward the church cemetery.
There is a middle cave and proceed to the north, there is Illumina to watch the 
enemy's status is in.
Boss battles at the deepest.
<BOSS Vurutumu>
Hien Zan weaknesses. State abnormally attention to it. Steal the words of the 
pieces (black). HP 8000.
Defeat after the main character, Akari, to act with Remy.
Facing in boss battles to the port.

<BOSS alien world of Mon>
Hien Zan weaknesses.
Automatically moved to the dungeon after defeat
Some of the containers in the dungeon there is an item.

Boss battles at the deepest.
<BOSS Kuachiru = Utausu>
It comes to action three times at the maximum. Hien Zan weaknesses.
Easy to fight and to poison the state in the skills of poison Kiss of Remy. Steal 



the words of the pieces (black).
The first chapter clear in defeat

[DainiAkira]
But the free action the start of the third round,
If you advance the story speak to city dwellers such as the failure of Canaan 
Paradise Game Center. (If you are reconciled with the poor)
From listening to talk to the driver and Creperie of Canaan Paradise taxi toward 
the building at the back of the red-light district.
Enter in the event
Akari, Satsuki, to capture the dove dungeon.
The room with the door there is an item.
Good to the level-up in the individual enemy.
Put it Butsukare on the wall to the hidden room
Boss battles in the deepest
<BOSS Rurimu = shy course>
Since there is no weakness, trying to purely attack. Steal to be able to get the 
words of the pieces (red).
↓
Classes to choose.
Akari, Satsuki, cooking practice to choose one person out of the leaves. The chosen
people of favorability rise.
Free activities. Story goes back to the 6th Corps home.
Take a class.
Free action. Story goes back to the 6th Corps home.
Toward Canaan park.
Exodus towards the Japan branch of instruction room.
↓
Directed to a specified location, enter the Megiddo.
Item recovery calm because although the road is divided into two return to start at
the deepest.
Boss battles at the deepest.
<Those wandering the BOSS darkness & Gyasugeiro × 2>
St. attribute weakness. Hadouken of leaves is much good. Earlier to topple from the
companion.
And steal from those wandering the darkness can get the words of the pieces (red).
Exodus went to Japan branch after the defeat, in the elevator? ? ? Get down to
At any time from here so Nozomeru to once clear the Megiddo.
To capture the Megiddo that capture the lights and the first
 Megiddo to try this again is can adjust the degree of difficulty, the item also ※

becomes random, but available.
It comes to go out the next day
↓
Talk to Kei next to the next day in the classroom.
Take a class.
Leaving the school gate.
Free action. Story goes back to the 6th Corps home.
The next day the heart of likeability is Sasoeru 6 or more of the woman on a date.
The next day the event occurs.
The next day take a class.
Free action. Story goes back to the 6th Corps home.
↓
Akari, to act with Nana. Etch an event occurs and toward the Canaan Paradise.
Toward the church.
Boss battles in the wooded area of the church cemetery.
<Giants of BOSS dark gray>
St. attribute of attack weakness. Note that comes to power up. Steal and get word 
of the pieces (gold).
↓



Take a class.
Toward the Canaan Paradise.
After the events of the music store, but does not increase the likeability In other
and heroines, there event. When the return alone to the sub-heroine-related events
 note will not be able to capture sub-heroine of the majority and not go back ※

here alone! !
↓
The next day take a class.
Free action. Back to the 6th Corps home, or part-time job at a coffee shop (but WP 
use) and the story progresses.
 by speaking to Ali who is in the house of the No. 6 team before the end of※

↓
The next day dating events. Conditions are the same as before.  date before the ※
6th Corps of the house the third floor of talking it to Ali.
The next day take a class.
Free action. Back to the 6th Corps home, or part-time job at a coffee shop (but WP 
use) and the story progresses.
The next day to the music store
The next day take a class.
Free action. Back to the 6th Corps home, or part-time job at a coffee shop (but WP 
use) and the story progresses.
The next day to the music store
↓
Get the Elixir and talk from so can move to Nana.
Toward the Astral textbook section.
A little forward and events
Children × 3 and combat
Examine the next terminal of the room after the battle.
The process proceeds to get out.
Event occurs, forced combat.
↓
Proceed to the North after combat
Proceed along along the road.
The third floor is a spiral, but there is a look well with the shortcut.
To obtain the key of astral religion in the spiral of the end point of the room.
Boss battles when you leave the room.
<BOSS polygon head>
Hien Zan weaknesses. Easy to fight and to poison with Remy.
↓
To go out after the defeat to the right of passage
Go inside to open the door in the back with the key.
Walk up stairs
There is room hidden in the southwest and southeast
Toward the north.
Boss battles in the deepest
<BOSS Guru>
This fight is a Lien Chan. Therefore describe First, the single features. The first
form is not as strong up there. Become the next battle to end the fighting and to 
some extent damage.

<BOSS Guru>
This fight must be defeated. Weakness wind. Hien Zan also effect outstanding. Note 
or lower the attack power, so come to the entire attack. Steal the words of the 
pieces (red).
After the defeat to the races

<BOSS twin of Eikobu>
Since the battle to finish in the middle, try not to annihilation.
↓



Free action. Back to the 6th Corps home, or part-time job at a coffee shop (but WP 
use) and the story progresses.
Take a class.
Free action. Back to the 6th Corps home, or part-time job at a coffee shop (but WP 
use) and the story progresses.
Take a class.
Free action. Story goes back to the 6th Corps home.
Take a class.
Free action. Story goes back to the 6th Corps home.
Take a class.
Toward the music store.
↓
To capture the Megiddo in the usual four.
First, to capture from the west.
Boss battles in the deepest of the west of the route
<BOSS stupidity & Daorosu × 2>
First, from the companion. Attention to the abnormal state in which the enemy comes
through. From the stupidity, steal the words of the pieces (black).
Chapter 3 clear in defeat

[Chapter III]
Exodus to the control room of the Japan branch
Toward the north
Toward the northeast.
Proceed along along the road
Enter the cave.
There passage hidden in two layers of the cave
Examine the crystal in the deepest
Proceed along along the road
Events in the deepest
Into the cave
Boss battles in the deepest
<BOSS pseudo Magunaadona × 4>
Along the way the battle is over.
Enter the next day Tower
Boss battles at the top

<BOSS pseudo Magunaadona>
Or increase the ability, they come to attack with a laser of high power. Let 
psyched down capability.
Chapter 4 clear in defeat

[Chapter IV]
Free action. Story goes back to the 6th Corps home.
The next day the third dating event
The next day Babutesu to between
From the warp device A to rank promotion test
The second of the jump zone north course of the area, south of the item zone
Four in the eyes of the area, there is a passage that can not be seen.
Boss battles in the deepest
<BOSS Ubosasura>
Since coming to use the magic reflection, it Semeyo a physical. Since the coming 
move from the magic of high-power, it psyched fully prepared. Steal the words of 
the pieces (gold).
Test cleared by defeat
↓
Leaving the private room.
Preparing, to Shiina mountain
 Since the marathon, be prepared carefully, it is easy to capture and Nana is ※



cause to remember the logic bomb. In addition, Kenshin, Remy, level of Nana is also
good to use her us because up to the time of confluence.
Into the cave
Where the branch, north in the course south items
There is room hidden in the north-west of the location of the place of the front 
across the suspension bridge
Events in the deepest
Events after the boss battle
<BOSS force of Andre>
Fighting in Kenshin one person. Win or lose regardless of the story proceeds. And 
good to use a cut off the case.
Battle after boss battle

<BOSS force of Andre>
Weakness soil. To fight drop the attack force. Steal the words of the pieces 
(gold).
Events in defeat
↓
Free action. Story goes back to the 6th Corps home.
The next day to go to the beach, person of favorability rise praised the swimsuit.
 dating events. The invited person, be prepared because the Megiddo to capture ※

after this
Advance the deepest
Megiddo to capture
There passage hidden in the first area
Boss battles in the deepest
<BOSS corpse>
Since Lien Chan and physical strength recovery after the defeat, we fought with 
full force. Steal the words of the pieces (gold). Reflecting attention.
After defeating Lien Chan

<Pyuripo of BOSS flame>
Weakness is ice. In the frozen state come to attack in flame attack from. Steal the
words of the pieces (gold).
Leaving the post cave defeated Chapter 5 clear
↓
Free action. Story goes back to the 6th Corps home.
Free action. Story goes back to the 6th Corps home.
The next day take a class.
Free action. Story goes back to the 6th Corps home.
The next day take a class.
Free action. Story goes back to the 6th Corps home.
The next day is not doing the three times dating, etch event of an opponent who 
looked at all the individual event occurs.
The next day Akari, Satsuki, to act as one person from among the leaves.
↓
Proceed along along the road
Boss battles in the deepest
<BOSS memento mori>
Let psyched attention to physical fitness.
Defeat after to Megiddo
Enemies in this dungeon is vulnerable to water and ice. There combat the object of 
purple find
Note that eat the damage is in the area of lava
Boss battles in the deepest
<BOSS Anse table & Anomanokarisu × 2>
First of all, topple the attendant. Since the ice and water weaknesses good to 
attack in the attack.
↓



The next day challenge to Megito.
To capture from the bottom
There is a way shortcut
There is an object of purple in a small room.
Boss battles in the deepest
<BOSS force of Andre>
Let psyched to lower the force. Note the continuous punch from raising the force.
Defeat in the last chapter

[Final chapter]
Suddenly against the boss. This battle is this, challenge Kenshin, with Nana
<BOSS upside down cross of Peturo>
Note come to the SP attack. In addition, attention to the flame flow.
Operation to hero after the defeat is switched.
To destroy the monster that hit the staff.
Event in the control room
Boss battle missing event after Remy
<BOSS Fang Simon>
Appearance is replaced with the attack also changes. Not strong up there.
To go to the world of defeat after Magna.
↓
Out of the ship
Proceed to the east
Advance the event warfare along along the road
Nana and the act broke up after the defeat.
Proceed along along the road
Boss battles in the deepest
<BOSS slotting Us & vual × 2>
Trying to attack the entire attack of the hero and Kenshin. Note that comes to 
petrified.
Nana merge with after the event defeated.
↓
Entering the tower next door after the event.
Proceeds from the east side
Boss battles in the deepest
<BOSS Shuragon & companion>
To fight from the wipe out accompany the sword center of the whole attack. Note 
come to stop the time.
Defeat after the center of the tower
↓
Events warfare Once inside  This battle is trying to wipe out the number of the ※
enemy often.
Boss battle after defeating Lien Chan
<BOSS twin of Eikobu>
Attention because of the high enemy of the movement is quickly fired.
Toward the world of defeat after Magna.
Enter the center of the tower

Boss battles in the deepest
<BOSS shame of Matthew>
Note the thunder and the continuous penetration of high power. Become Force defeat 
and reduce the physical strength

Remy in the battle after the event is re-join, boss battles
<Of BOSS shame Matthew & Caravaggio Mary × 4>
First of all, try to wipe out the sword center of the whole attack. Then let's 
attack in mind the continuous Engineering g system.
Defeat after the event
↓



To rush to etch scene and hug Mikoto and when etch already in the prologue. In the 
case of Sato, it rushes into the etch scene if you had been able to help.
To rush to the world of Magna. Get an item by talking to her at the time of this 
time Kisaragi and etch already
Proceed along along the road
Enter the cave that is towards the back.
 be obtained because it can be used to break Illumina is a combo that is to be in※

this cave
Proceed along along the road
Enter the room that is towards the back
There are enemies in the middle of purple.
<Hidden boss old Tan crocodile>
For Totetsu it is also a strength god-like dragon referred to in such as certain 
game to use the no Tidal Wave of power, is killed instantaneous and not enough 
growing up. Good to fight in a fit killing tactics by Remy. Details of which will 
be described later.

Events in the deepest
Events after the boss battle
<BOSS Okami Eighth>

There is a resistance to darkness attacks. Note that certain stomach 〇 district 
will come with very much. Since coming to the entire attack in the meteorite and 
the Kusanagi sword, the recovery Once hit by damage
Event occurs after the defeat.
↓
Final boss battle talk to the branch president who is in control room
<LASTBOSS Okami Eighth>

Certain game of Neoeku 〇 now come hanging attack in appearance, such as death. HP 
has 300,000.
There is a resistance to darkness attacks. HP is reduced and the action number of 
times increases. Good to challenge to raise the equivalent level for recovery can 
not keep up.
If you do not win anyway. Remy to by equipped with Illumina two that Illumina and 
agility is increased to become a hit rate of 100 percent, to Stan state if the 
strafing.
Defeat in to ending

(ending)
Ending is different depending on whether you are doing it to date number of times 
and sub-events until the end.
The main heroine fails to confess and do not turn the dating 3.
Sub in the heroine Mika, there is an event Mikoto, Kisaragi, to Natsuki us.
The main heroine of favorability go to Harlem end when Max until August 9.

2 weeks to 2 weeks after the ending is beginning to take over and all abilities.
In addition, proceed with defeat all the bosses of Magidokuesuto between Babutesu, 
tears appear and defeat the Azathoth.
It has become the new dungeon in. The middle floating island area of the find and 
proceed to jump.
Also, good to be recovered because the Illumina is none of this is also the 
performance is funny to enter the hand in this world.

Back boss battles at the deepest.
<King of the back boss Magna>
Blow blow anyway big. Frequently come to give a nonchalant 7000 damage in hellfire 
and meteorites.
In addition, when using the part of the technique not be stunned.
Reducing the physical shifting to the second embodiment. Anyway psyched attention 
to physical fitness.



Behavior pattern of the second form is not changed until there with the first form.

<Exchanges with the main heroine and sub-heroine>
[Free time]
You can interact with six of the main heroine. Favorability can be confirmed at any
time from the menu.
Choosing the right choices and positivity is increased. To view the favorability of
the events at the time of the free action necessary to WP.
Here, it described the first to have location.
(First time)
Akari Kinoshita ... lights of the room. "I also, I have to pretty fun" favorability
rise in the selection
- Satsuki Saijo ...... of the 6th Corps home outside of. "So much it's ruined cute 
face when I angry" selected in the favorability rise.
· Jinguuji leaves ... leaves the room. "But, the leaves also'm amazing" selected in
the favorability rise.
- Remy ...... of the sixth Corps home on the first floor. Etch events there "drink"
favorability rise in the selection.
Takeda Kenshin ...... of the No. 6 team out of the house. "Well! Do you'll!" 
Selected in the favorability rise.
· Nanashiro Nana ...... Nana of the room. "Give up" increased favorability in the 
selection, to obtain the Illumina.

(Second and subsequent)
The first free day of action, Akari and Satsuki can not exchange.
Akari Kinoshita 1 ... of the sixth Corps house by the pool. Favorability rise in 
the selection "wonder no reason except"
Akari Kinoshita 2 ... Previous Canaan Paradise of Creperie. "Eat" favorability rise
in the selection.
Akari Kinoshita 3 ... cemetery of the church. Favorability rise in the selection 
"Yeah".
Akari Kinoshita 4 ... school cafeteria. "Going out" selected in the favorability 
rise.
Akari Kinoshita 5 ... lights of the room. Favorability rise in the selection "Do 
you think we separate good".
Akari Kinoshita 6 ... Canaan tower. "Friendly na" selected in the favorability 
rise.

- Satsuki Saijo 1 ... front of the house the third floor of the vending machine of 
the 6th Corps. "I do not do that" selected in the favorability rise.
- Satsuki Saijo 2 ... classroom before. "Thank you na" selected in the favorability
rise.
- Satsuki Saijo 3 ... Canaan Stadium. "Shut up I'll have to buy" selected in the 
favorability rise.
- Satsuki Saijo 4 ... shopping mall of Fukuya. "I'll not do" selected in the 
favorability rise.
- Satsuki Saijo 5 ... generated by the red-light district. Favorability rise in the
selection "It's array array".
- Satsuki Saijo 6 ... observatory of Canaan tower. "I Nobody 'hate parent the 
child" selected in the favorability rise.

· Jinguuji leaves 1 ... cafeteria. Rising favorability in the "I tell you someday."
· Jinguuji leaves 2 ... classroom before. Together to and likeability rise home. 
"Oh, it seems na" favorability rise in the selection.
· Jinguuji leaves 3 ... classroom. "Is better big brother us was stopped" selected 
in the favorability rise. Then go to the clubroom and attack and defense force is 
increased.
· Jinguuji leaves 4 ... Canaan park. "Well, run or" selected in the favorability 



rise.
· Jinguuji leaves 5 ... general store of the shopping mall. "Good ze" selected in 
the favorability rise.
· Jinguuji leaves 6 ... Game Center. "Ze anxious" selected in the favorability 
rise.

- Remy 1 ... Canaan Paradise convenience store. "But, it was just a good place" 
selected in the favorability rise.
- Remy 2 ... shopping mall bookstore. "There is a gap, good" selected in the 
favorability rise.
- Remy 3 ... Ekusodesu of B district. "What are you talking about?" Selected in the
favorability rise.
- Remy 4 ... Canaan park. "I do not hate" favorability rise in the selection.
- Remy 5 ... his room of Remy. "Please hidden have been" selected in the 
favorability rise.

Takeda Kenshin 1 ... Canaan Paradise florist. "Well, I'm now" selected in the 
favorability rise.
Takeda Kenshin 2 ... of the sixth Corps house basement of the dojo. "Well, it's 
okay if physical condition" increased favorability in the selection, HP rises 100.
Takeda Kenshin 3 ... next to the alley of Canaan Paradise Game Center. "Little 
closer" favorability rise in the selection.
Takeda Kenshin 4 ... Exodus A district. "Okay" favorability rise in the selection.
Takeda Kenshin 5 ... 6th Corps of the house of the kitchen. "Is Mr. Remy of" 
selected in the favorability rise.
Takeda Kenshin 6 ... the hallway of the Exodus. "As it is home" favorability rise 
in the selection.

· Nanashiro Nana 1 ... Canaan Paradise magic shop. "Do Hey there is no other?" 
Selected in the favorability rise.
· Nanashiro Nana laboratory of 2 ... of the sixth Corps house underground. "Now 
we'll do our best" selected in the favorability rise.
· Nanashiro Nana 3 ... Canaan paradise of the red-light district. "I love to hear."
Selected in the favorability rise.
· Nanashiro Nana 4 ... Exodus B district. "Slowly close my eyes" favorability rise 
in the selection.
· Nanashiro Nana 5 ... Canaan Paradise of geek shop. "Is not it great invention or"
selected in the favorability rise.
· Nanashiro Nana 6 ... of the No. 6 team home before. "Swallow" favorability rise 
in the selection.

[Sub-heroine]
It changes depending on the choice of free action time and stories.
- Mikoto 1 ... do not select the words of etch events hamburger.
- Mikoto 2 ... in a state in which towards the staff room at the opening, Embracing
Matthew defeated Kobikin of shame with the development.
Sato ... in a state that has been successful to a request from her at the opening, 
occurred after Matthew defeat of shame.
Sugimoto teacher ... generated in the story.

• The conversation 1 ... May 28 days of the Kisaragi talk to the command really are
Kisaragi of Ekusodesu headquarters, Kisaragi-san and the AC, lover, to select a 
favorite type.
Kisaragi and conversation 2 ... is the right choice in the event of the above, talk
to Kisaragi you are in Ekusodesu Japan branch on July 13. To WP one use. Advance to
the next event by selecting the "privately".
• If Kisaragi a conversation 3 ... are the right choice up to the event of the 
above. Talk to Kisaragi you are in Ekusodesu A district. "But, it is the gap is 
good by" selected in the favorability rise.



Kisaragi and conversation 4 ... talk to Kisaragi we are in the post-event Ekusodesu
B district of the above. "Is not it because it was lovers?" Move forward in the 
selection.
Kisaragi and sex ... generated in the elevator of Ekusodesu after the event of the 
above.

Event ... toward the Canaan Paradise of the church and etch the event occurs. 
Thereafter there also affect the sub-heroine, good to start from is etched scene 
recovered by save.
Time 1 ... occurs when home alone after the event at the music store in the coffee 
shop. Important events to become to be able to capture the sub-heroine. Proceed to 
"No, this is good by" pick and earlier.
· To part-time job in a part-time job 2 ... a coffee shop at a coffee shop. To WP 
one use.
· To part-time job in a part-time job 3 ... coffee shop at a coffee shop. To WP one
use.
· To part-time job in a part-time job 4 ... coffee shop at a coffee shop. To WP one
use.
· To part-time job in a part-time job 5 ... coffee shop at a coffee shop. To WP one
use.
· To part-time job in a part-time job 6 ... a coffee shop at a coffee shop. To WP 
one use.

- at the red light district ... generated by the part-time job after the 
entertainment district in the coffee shop. "Call out" move forward in the 
selection.
- a look at the Kudo teacher of the event in secret ... the red light district of 
Mika "call out" after selecting the next day hear in the staff room.
• Before infiltration of the rescue ... Astral Christian Mika toward the old town. 
(After the event of the above)
Mika curfew ... in the event after the staff room of the above talk to Sugimoto 
teacher.
Mika headed rescue ... on July 15, days after the event of the above to the old Izu
hospital. Entered into, and advance as far as it will go event. Chase Mika. Select 
"Do not get married", directed to the hospital room. Boss battle to defeat the boss
because there.  This battle will be game over if you lose. By the way the boss is※
not as strong up there.
Go to your visit to Canaan hospitals and thank you ... events after July 16 of the 
top in from Mika

- Amemiya and in a state that has been successful in Itaru Amemiya of the rescue at
the time of the etch ... Chapter 2, talk to Amemiya you are in Canaan park. To WP 
one use.
- Fumie and etch ... after the etch of the Amemiya, because there is a letter to 
the hero of the desk on July 13 find. Then talk to Fumie nearby parking lot of 
Canaan Paradise. To WP one use.
Matsumoto and etch ... Amemiya and Fumie and after the etch, in school? ? ? But 
heading to there to appear. Post etch Illumina available

[Other events]
It describes the events and special events favorability increases in non-free 
action.
Dating ... favorability of the heroine can be dating Heart 6 or more.
Swimwear etch ... Dating number of times of the heroine is selected in the swimsuit
dating three or more times. (Other than this)
· Jinguuji leaves in the second date ... This dove once been dating, invites a 
second date in a state in which witnessed the founding of the fighting part to free
action time.
· Jinguuji leaves the third date ... Jinguuji in this dove 2 times dating already, 



and this dove conversation in the fighting part in Chapter 3 before clear, in a 
state in which the zero to fighting tournament is set to talk to participate marks 
the third time the date date.  will speak if and out several times, the fighting ※
part clubroom.

Choose the leaves in swimsuit dating, this dove first SEX ... this pigeon third of 
dating events already
And behavior in the classroom ... and receive 5 times when receiving lessons in the
hope the school can get the Illumina.
- beautiful flower ... beautiful flowers required by the quest from the prince me 
sell the beautiful flowers in exchange for and 500 yen listen to the florist when 
you hear the whereabouts of the prince of his brother.
- Cooking training ... generated in the story. Akari, Satsuki, can increase 
favorable impression of the person who chose to select one out of the leaves. It is
saved before you choose

- conversation with lights ... Post-event "cheat" with Nana favorable impression of
the When you select Akari increases the
Self-introduction ... speak the lights is usually the topic at the time of the 
self-introduction and increased favorable impression of the lights, the main 
character can get the heart, not discouraged the equipment and say joke.
- conversation with Satsuki ... generated in the story. "It's here of dialogue!" 
Favorability rise of Satsuki in the selection.
Members, except for the etch ... Mikoto and Sato of the sub heroine If you are 
alternating current to the end, can again alternating current by using the WP. A 
piece of words at that time can be obtained at random.

<quest>
- pass the letter of Asuka! ... Quest number 1. To order talking to Asuka of the 
classroom. Talk to Masaki you are in the hallway. Then talk to Asuka of the 
classroom.
- pass a lose weight supplicant to Mami! ... quest number 2. To order speak to Mami
in the classroom. Talk to men teacher of the staff room. Then, to buy at 10000 yen 
from peddlers who is in the third area of Canaan Paradise, passed to Mami. 
Returning honestly speak and 10000 yen when you pass, give a treat when the WP is 
increased.
- Satsuki quiz 1 ... you can start talking to boys that are in the cafeteria. 
Answer answers first is red. The following is the last is Saijo on the cross.
- Satsuki Quiz 2 ... can start talking to boys who are in the courtyard on August 
3. Answer answers first is green, the last in the next 108cm omelet.

· Tasukero a hangover! ... quest number 7. To order talking to third drunk of the 
area of Canaan Paradise. Passing the care drugs and clear to 10000 yen available.
· Hot guy ... quest number 8. Talk to the man who is in internal Canaan tower. 
Bring the hot injection can buy, such as Canaan Paradise magic shop
- three pieces of tag ... quest number 13. To order by talking to the shopping mall
of the bookstore of the old man. There is a tag of Guan Yu next to the container in
the first area of the dungeon to act with Akari and Remy. Tags and Ieyasu Tag Hojo 
is in the building of the mystery of religious groups.

Want-phantom of sake is ... quest number 3. To order talking to grandfather of 
Canaan Paradise convenience store. Talk to the bartender of the old town. Then talk
after examining the 6th Corps home of the kitchen to the bartender. Then talk to 
the old man went to a convenience store.  This quest is not clear If you do not ※
capture the Mika.
· Drop was looking for a wallet ... quest number 7. Talk to Yokoyama in the 
classroom, to find a wallet in the courtyard, talking to Yokoyama. Then, find the 
purse which is again in the tree under the dining room, talk to Yokoyama.



· Naose the debate poor of eighty-eight! ... quest number 5. To order speak to 
eighty-eight you are in the nerd shop of Canaan Paradise. The knowledge of the 
debate in the junk shop and replace it with 15 pieces (white) of the word and pass 
to the eighty-eight.

Ma-kun find the woman of suicide clothes that love is! ... to order talking to Ma-
kun you are in Canaan Paradise Game Center. Talk to suicide clothes of women who 
are in the school courtyard. Then toward the harbor.
- Plastic I'll make a! ... to order talking to a boy of Canaan park. Create a hand 
dexterity in a junk shop, talk to the boy in a state in which equipped.
· Attempt to raise the courage to the girl in the hospital! ... quest number 9. To 
order by talking to the girls of Canaan hospital. Across the street to the garage 
shop, to obtain a 100% courage, passed to the girl.  Since the piece of words of ※
material (red) (gold) is steal from the boss, trying to steal repeatedly between 
Bubbles. Each number is 15. In addition, this quest is not clear If you do not 
capture the Mika.

- and he was conspicuous more! ... quest number 10. Orders talking to women who are
in Canaan paradise you are in the later period of the summer vacation. Pass the 
items in the spotlight in women.  If the spotlight, trying to get from the ※
treasure box of training between the Babutesu.
Kei pass the scope of the US military for the next! ... quest number 15. The period
of summer vacation to orders talking to Keiji you are in Canaan tower. Pass the 
scope of US military items to Keiji.  If the scope of the US military, trying to ※
get from the treasure box of training between the Babutesu! .
- I want a magic mirror ... orders talking to an old lady of the garage shop in 
quest number 12.7 May 30 days. Pass a magic mirror. If there is no , to get ※
between Babutesu.
- Prince of confession ... quest number 14. Orders talking to the prince who is in 
the courtyard on August 3. Buy florist of Canaan Paradise.

<Etch Events>
Toward the staff room at ...... opening in-Mikoto and locker
· Gymnasium back in toward the vending machines in the group Les ○-flops ... 
opening, to defeat in three Yankee.
- Nana of research ... generated in the story.
Walk of Satsuki ... generated in the story.
- Remy Tit Blow ... to interact with Remy at the time of the first free action.

- sumptuous feast ... generated in the story.
- occurred in ...... story in Sugimoto teacher and infirmary.
Homeless ...... Chapter 2 late in the, toward the church from the side trip to 
Canaan Paradise.
Konasu, and Natsuki's, a part-time job at ......... coffee shop in the room until 
the end.
Konasu Kudo and teachers, the ......... Mika Kudo of events in the room until the 
end.

- in a state in which the lights and it is the first SEX ... Akari and 3 times 
dating choose the lights at the time of the swimsuit date.
· Choose the Satsuki at the time of the swimsuit dating Satsuki and the state in 
which the first SEX ... Satsuki and 3 times dating.
• This pigeon first SEX ... For more information on the bottom
· Choose Remy at the time of the swimsuit dating Remy and in a state in which the 
SEX ... Remy and 3 times dating.
· Choose Kenshin at the time of the swimsuit dating Kenshin and the state in which 
the first SEX ... Kenshin and 3 times dating.
· Choose Nana at the time of the swimsuit dating Nana and the state in which the 



first SEX ... Nana and 3 times dating.

- Amemiya with Keiko and SEX ... are heading to church not sidetracked in Chapter 2
state, talk to Amemiya by one using the WP you are in the park in Chapter 3 or 
later.
- Emiko Fumie and discovered a letter in SM play ... Amemiya and post etch 
classroom, talk using the WP to Fumie you are in the downtown.
Sayako Matsumoto and SEX ... Amemiya and Fumie and after the etch hope comes out in
school? ? ? Toward the.
· Konasu Kisaragi Ritsuhana and elevator SEX ... event with Kisaragi to the end.
- Akari, Masturbation ... third Dating event of lights in his room.

- Kenshin, social events fifth and chugging ... Kenshin in a loincloth wearing.
Izumi Sato and bathroom sex ... after achieving the request of Sato in the 
prologue, occurs when the beat Matthew of shame.
- to reach everyone Porori ... Harlem end in Megiddo.
- Mikoto and in a state in which towards the staff room in a concentrated sex ... 
prologue, defeated Matthew of shame, it occurs when hugging Mikoto.
· Greet the lights and sofa sex ... Akari and August 9 in a state in which 
performed three times dating. 2 weeks later to select a not see the harem end.

- Remy and movie theaters Sex ... Remy third of dating events
- Remy masturbation appreciation & Sex ... while performing the Remy and 3 times 
dating greet the August 9. 2 weeks later to select a not see the harem end.
- Satsuki and anal sex ... while performing the Satsuki and 3 times dating greet 
the August 9. 2 weeks later to select a not see the harem end.
• This pigeon blue fucking sex ... in a state that is doing this dove three times 
dating greet the August 9. 2 weeks later to select a not see the harem end.

- Nana and rubber suit sex ... while performing the Nana and 3 times dating greet 
the August 9. 2 weeks later to select a not see the harem end.
· Greet the August 9, in a state in which Kenshin and Icha doing Love Sex ... 
Kenshin and 3 times dating. 2 weeks later to select a not see the harem end.
·Harem! Love Sex! ... select the six favorability to see the Harlem end on August 9
at the maximum of the state.
· Greet the brides ... Harlem end of the gospel.

(Cheats: Anburaru)


